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 Activity 1: Partnerships 

 

Virginia Gonzales, Miramar DECA President and Sean M. owner of Hungry Howie’s 

Miramar DECA partnered with Hungry Howie’s, a favorite local pizzeria. Miramar DECA created this 
partnership by recognizing the connection between this business and local schools/organizations. Virginia 
Gonzalez, Miramar DECA President ignited this partnership by engaging in several business conferences 
with the owner pictured above, Sean M.   
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Activity 2: Chapter Project 

        

        

Miramar DECA at the Walk to End Alzheimer’s. 

The Alzheimer’s Project started out as just a simple walk but transformed into an unforgettable 
event for our DECA chapter. The event was supposed to be Miramar DECA attending a national 
walk to support the cure for Alzheimer’s disease, however, it impacted our members in a positive 
way.  From poster boards to multiple classroom presentations and donations, the Alzheimer’s 
project became something bigger. We learned more about the disease and what it does and who 
it affects. This project had an impact on all of us. We wanted to inform people about this disease 
and what it can do. We wanted a chance to help our community and the people living with this 
disease in every way we could. Attending this walk shed light on a disease that changes families 
and Miramar DECA was proud to support a cause that helped finds a cure for Alzheimer’s.  We 
also implemented Alzheimer’s awareness into our chapter. 
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Activity 3: Virtual Business Challenge 

Names  Virtual Business Challenge  
K’Wani Gibbs Hotel Management Challenge 
Darian Ramdath Sports Challenge 
Devonte Palmer Hotel Management Challenge 
Javan Nelson Sports Challenge 
Annif Williams Restaurant Challenge 
 

 

K’Wani Gibbs Screenshot 

 

Darian Ramdath Screenshot  
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Javan Nelson Screenshot 

     

Annif Williams Screenshot  
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Devonte Palmer Screenshot 

 
Miramar DECA students who participated in DECA’s Virtual Business Challenge 
competition learned valuable traits such as how to manage and coordinate events. 
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Activity 4: Big and Little Diamonds 
Roster 

 

Ahreana Majeed Testimonial 

“As a former DECA Vice President, I can understand the work and dedication DECA requires from a 
person and I can truly say, Virginia Gonzalez has the capacity to do it all. From my experience of 
mentoring her I have seen her grow into a full leader. Managing all her officers, creating DECA activities 
and meeting deadlines, Virginia Gonzalez exemplifies one of the best mentees I have ever had. I am 
proud of her and her accomplishments this year.”  

Banya Parrilla Testimonial 

“Although my mentee Maya Bhola had most of the DECA core attributes within her, mentoring her in the 
areas she needed help in pushed her to be the best Vice President I have seen yet! From helping her 
DECA President, Virginia Gonzalez organizing activities to helping her DECA advisor with Chapter 
Projects, she has offered her time and hard work for anything concerning DECA. Knowing that I have 
helped her blossomed into the fantastic leader she is, I know Miramar DECA will be in good hands for 
the years to come.” 

Annif Williams Testimonial 

“As a returning member from Miramar DECA I took it upon myself to mentor Nicholas Reyes a freshman 
in DECA interested in the world of DECA. I connected to him knowing I was just like him 3 years ago. 
As a senior now, I looked back on what I wanted to know and how I could achieve my greatest potential 
in DECA. Nicholas Reyes, a freshman with no direction was interested in DECA. I mentored him in 
several areas such as time management an important trait you need to have as a DECA member. Knowing 
how to schedule your time in DECA as a freshman will help him in the real world.  Nicholas Reyes used 
the skills taught to him from this mentoring program to help him apply for a chapter officer position next 
year! I would like to see him succeed as a DECA officer!”  

 

 

ACTIVITIES COMPLETED BY THE MIRAMAR DECA MENTOR GROUP 

Mentors  Mentees 
Ahreana Majeed Virginia Gonzalez 
Banya Parrilla Maya Bhola 
Annif Williams Nicholas Reyes  
Patricia Dubisson Ashanti Samson 
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• Miramar DECA mentors organized a Christmas gift exchange for mentees. Executed on 

December 13th, 2018 mentors wanted to show their appreciation for their mentees. Consequently, 
mentees also wanted to do the same for their mentors. Both brought in gifts as a symbol of thanks 
and enjoyed laughs and good food with the rest of the Miramar DECA group.  

• Miramar DECA mentors also organized a Bulletin Board Race with our Mentees. The bulletin 
Board Race was created to see how mentees could utilize their time and post only eye capturing 
DECA images. The mentors went first and realized their race was actually harder than they 
anticipated, finishing in six minutes with only five images posted. The mentees went second and 
won the game in four minutes with eight images posted. Our judge was our wonderful Miramar 
DECA Advisor, Mrs.Peeters.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity 5: Little leader 
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1st Middle School Workshop 

 

Tyler Rodriguez, Miramar DECA Project Manager with local middle school students. 

Tyler Rodriguez, Miramar DECA Project Manager lead an emerging leaders activity with local 
middle school students at Miramar High. Tyler realized he could reach out to a broader selection 
of middle school students if there were select students from several middle schools present for 
his leadership presentation. He conducted activities such as a group spaghetti and marshmallow 
challenge, where two groups needed to make a triangle with their provided supplies.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2nd Middle School Workshop 
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Tyler Rodriguez, Miramar DECA project manager presenting to middle and elementary students.  

Tyler Rodriguez, Miramar DECA project manager conducting a leadership workshop to middle 
and elementary students at Miramar High. He is accomplishing his goal of reaching to a broader 
audience by including the tiniest leaders in elementary school! He played leadership games with 
the little leaders such as Pass the Hoop, this game included the students to form a group and 
stand in a circle and while hold hands. One of the students in the circle has a hula hoop around 
their arm. And, finally they have to try to pass that hula hoop all the way around the circle. Tyler 
Rodriguez enjoyed the 2nd middle school student workshop the most!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity 6: Get the Inside Scoop 
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Miramar DECA at the Hard Rock Stadium, home to the Miami Dolphins. 

Miramar DECA engaging in an educational opportunity on Broward DECA day at the Hard 
Rock Stadium. Miramar DECA took eighteen members on this trip more than ten percent of this 
year’s chapter membership! The tour of the Hard Rock Stadium included multiple one in a 
lifetime experiences, we were able to see exclusive suites and upcoming projects. We also got to 
ask questions to several business leaders who lead the Hard Rock Stadium marketing branch. 
This trip was very exciting and eventful for Miramar DECA!  

Activity 7: Online Alumni Network 
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https://hangouts.google.com/group/8JNyWGbyKXQpLTB63 

 

Screenshot of Group chat with Past & Present Miramar DECA members. 

 

 

Activity 8 : DECA Inc. Campaigns 

https://hangouts.google.com/group/8JNyWGbyKXQpLTB63
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• Submit everything! 


